GA lect 185
Christ’s College, Cambridge GG. 1.6 (MS 6)
Kurzgefasste Liste description:
GA MS number: GA lect 185
Contents: lect e†
Date: XI
Material: parchment
Leaves: 218
Columns: 2
Lines per page: 29
Dimensions: 30 x 22.5 cm
Shelf Number: Christ’s College, Cambridge GG. 1.6 (MS 6)
Corrections to K-Liste description: Corrected leaf count and lines per page; old shelf
number was Dd. 1.6 (not GG 1.6); now, simply called MS 6.
CSNTM description:
MS number: GA lect 185 (MS 6)
Contents: lect e†
Date: XI
Material: parchment
Columns: 2
Lines per page: 27–33
Dimensions: 29.75 x 22–22.5 cm; 6–6.5 cm binding
Leaves: 219
Page Count:
Cover material: 2 parchment leaves plus cover plus loose leaf note from
Scrivener plus loose leaf found near column 374 (10 images) [shot with front
cover material]. Three leaves in back plus back cover (8 images); spine.
Subtotal: 19
Text: Each column is numbered (4 numbers per leaf). Some leaves are numbered
in lower right of recto. Two columns are numbered 245. Two columns are
numbered 371. Two columns are numbered 662. Thus, the text is 1.5 pages longer
than counted.
Subtotal: 438
Total images: 457
UV (MS pages, not ours): columns 343–345, 374, 383.

Interesting or significant material: Cover 1 verso has “DD. 1.6” crossed out. Cover 3
recto has some personal descriptions, one by Scrivener. Leaf one recto in text has
handsome title beginning Matthew. Mark begins column 206 with colorful title and
image. Luke begins column 303 with colorful title and image. John begins column 608
with colorful title and image. John ends column 714? Many colorful original “chapter”
markers are accompanied by penciled chapter notations. Much writing on top of page
with columns 161–162 (some writing on bottom of same page). Writing on bottom of
column 191. Writing adjacent to column 239. Writing above column 243. Final original
leaf has 3 inscriptions in Greek on verso. Leaf 175r handwriting changes and in other
places as well.
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